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Fight, Team, Fight! by R. L. Stine. Random House Childrens Books, Mass Market Paperback Mass Market Paperback.
Used Good. We carry new and used books in our storefront.

Back in episode two I liked Jade. And from the black and white photographs it also seemed like she was the
hottest senior in the class! She seemed nice enough and dated a total brain, etc. But in this book she was an
absolute witch. I actually wanted her to get it, because she had it coming. And I actually mean that literally.
Jade is so jealous of Phoebe she pays her cousins friends to fake kidnap the cheerleaders in hopes it will scare
Phoebe off the squad so she can be captain. Had no fake kidnapping taken place, Phoebe would have been the
only one nabbed by the psycho. He said so himself. It also had the first and second male student deaths. Until
this point it has been nothing but poor white females. Of course, just like what happened with Bobby, it turns
out to be a big joke and all of the girls knew about each other and decided to give him a taste of his own
medicine. Too bad he dies right after the big revealâ€¦ But there was still thirty pages left in the book. Time to
find out who killed Ty. Why is Gary still breathing? See if a senior goes psycho they should be killed off. It
adds to the body count and makes the whole thing more impressive. You were never in these books so I
always knew you were a goner. Yes, someone dies though that is a sore subject to me. This is broken into two
storylines: The Shadyside storyline was ridiculously lame. No one died so there is nothing else to say. The
Arizona storyline was incredibly stupid and also not all that. But it did result in one death: If it is supposed to
be a Super Chiller it should mean at least two bodies. In the original series, a Super Chiller meant a longer
book, but also more deaths. I mentioned in the last recap how all of the missing seniors would wind up crazy
or dead or both. Well not to say I told you so, butâ€¦ Mira Block: There were seven seniors out of twenty-four
that I cared about. So seven seniors I wanted to see make it to graduation and not die right afterâ€¦ I know how
you work Stine. Two of those seniors have already been offed! So here are the remaining seniors I care about.
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Fight Team, Fight #7 (Seniors a Fear Street Super Chiller, No 7) by R. L. Stine 1 edition - first published in All-day
nightmare.

This is a lot of 9 paperback books in the R. Is the senior class doomed to die? Trisha Conrad had a vision. A
vision of the whole Shadyside High senior class lying in coffins! Seniior Year is a killer. A cheerleader is
dead, drained of all her blood. Could this be the work of a vampire? Dana Palmer and her twin sister Diedre
need to find out soon. Because all signs show that they will be the next to die. Clarissa Turner is Not Crazy!
Now Clarissa realizes that another Shadyside senior is about to die. And it could be her! She just has to do him
a favor. In fact, it could kill her! Jennifer is not herself. Ever since she got the antique necklace, she has been
living a nightmare. She believes the necklace is forcing her to commit terrible crimes. But will it make her
kill? Phoebe Yamura loves being a cheerleader. But if Phoebe is so perfect, why does somebody want her
dead? And when Ty gets a valentine from the mysterious Amy, he decides to go out with her, too. Meanwhile,
his stepsister Josie is hanging out with a cute college guy back in Shadyside.
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"Fear Street Seniors #7 - Fight, Team, Fight!" Fear Street Scale: 5 out of 5 Fears Phoebe Yamura loves being a
cheerleader - and her senior year at Shadyside High couldn't be more perfect!

Silent Night 2 6. The Dead Lifeguard 7. The New Evil 8. Bad Moonlight 9. Goodnight Kiss 2 Silent Night 3
High Tide Cheerleaders Goosebumps 1. Welcome to Dead House 2. Stay Out of the Basement 3. Monster
Blood with Elizabeth Winfrey 4. Say Cheese and Die! Night of the Living Dummy 8. The Girl Who Cried
Monster 9. Welcome to Camp Nightmare The Ghost Next Door The Haunted Mask Be Careful What You
Wish for Piano Lessons Can Be Murder The Werewolf of Fever Swamp One Day at Horror Land Monster
Blood II Deep Trouble The Scarecrow Walks at Midnight Go Eat Worms Ghost Beach with Carol Ellis
Return of the Mummy Phantom of the Auditorium Attack of the Mutant My Hairiest Adventure A Night in
Terror Tower The Cuckoo Clock of Doom Monster Blood III It Came from Beneath the Sink! The Barking
Ghost The Horror at Camp Jellyjam Revenge of the Lawn Gnomes A Shocker on Shock Street The Haunted
Mask II Abominable Snowman of Pasadena The Headless Ghost with Carol Ellis Bad Hare Day with Carol
Ellis Egg Monsters from Mars The Beast from the East Say Cheese and Die - Again! Ghost Camp How to
Kill a Monster Legend of the Lost Legend Vampire Breath Beware, the Snowman How I Learned to Fly
Chicken, Chicken Blob That Ate Everyone The Curse of Camp Cold Lake My Best Friend Is Invisible Deep
Trouble II The Haunted School Werewolf Skin I Live in Your Basement Books 56 Goosebumps TV Tie-ins
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Saga Super Chiller Set. Pre-Owned. Fear Street Super.

If you think that was enough to wet his appetite, think again. This is a longer-than-usual post but with multiple
kidnappings, meat hooks, meat grinder conveyer belts and moreâ€¦ it is so worth it. Which cheerleader dies
next? Read on and find out! In the past I have been great about not giving away spoilers, but with this series
being about a small group of characters and their trials and triumphs not to mention who gets offed next I kind
of think that I should retire that way of doing things, at least for this series. So here we go, but reader beware,
spoilers are here. But if Phoebe is so perfectâ€¦ why does someone want her dead? Will the seniors die
one-by-one â€” until there is nobody left to graduate? This book opens in the mind of the soon-to-be killer.
Moving onâ€¦ Phoebe Yamura is on fire wait for it, later. She is pretty, popular, head cheerleader, super smart
and everyone likes her. Even though Phoebe is nice and a great cheerleader, fellow cheerleader and senior
Jade Feldman is a total bitch to her. Jade wanted to be head cheerleader and she just sees Phoebe as an
obstacle standing in her way. Also, what was the point of this? Bell comes out afterward and does a whole lot
of nothing. Even though Jade is so awful to her, Phoebe offers to help Jade with her chemistry. Dana chimes
in about how Phoebe is failing as captain. In the locker room a girl named Gina Quinlan approaches Phoebe.
Phoebe tells her that tryouts were months ago but Gina convinces her to talk to Ms. Bell and give her a chance
after showing off what she can do. Phoebe confronts them, which is also lame. Just typical high school drama
but since Phoebe is so nice, it all falls a little flat. When Phoebe gets to her locker she finds her uniform is
shredded along with a note: Give me an H-E-L-P! Phoebe talk to Ms. Bell about Gina and Gina gets herself a
tryout the squad needs an alternate apparently. Jade and Dana are the only ones who bully Phoebe and without
Jade, Dana is actually not so bad, at least tolerable. Oh please, the fact that the teacher has no idea what
happened means they should be fired. Jade switched the tests and Phoebe is furious. She is about to tell the
teacher when Dana, Samantha and Joey other girls from the squad beg her not to. Jade is the only one of them
who can do a triple backflip and I guess that is a really big deal for this state competition coming up. And
Phoebe caves because she is an idiot. If I were her, I would have gone to Gina and see if she could do a triple
back flip. She is so good, she probably could, and then out with the old and in with the new. Instead of this
making Jade nicer, she and Dana are worse than ever before. I HATE mean girls. I know exactly how to get
you. See, Phoebe, this is why you should have never covered for Jade. When Gina opens it a locket falls out.
How did she die? We do not know. I seriously wish it had been brought up, even if it was something like a car
accident because keeping the information from us makes it seem like it matters, later. But it does not. When
Phoebe opens her locker, she is horrified to see a doll hanging by a meat hook in a bloody cheerleader
uniform. A note is pinned to it: Bell gets the Vice Principal involved. If it were me, I would want Witness
Protection. Anyway there is a game that Friday and everyone seems pumped. Phoebe is watching her own
back when it comes to Jade and Dana, which has to be awkward with all the cartwheels and flips and suchâ€¦
or maybe that actually makes it easier. Anyway, it is time for the halftime show and you know something is
about to go down. Phoebe feels like her skin is being eaten alive and finds that she has hundreds of fire ants on
her hands, moving up her arms. They were in her pom-poms! Gina was inexplicably absent even though she
was in charge of the equipment. Hmmmâ€¦ After the game, Phoebe tries to talk to Jade and Dana about
everything that has been happening. Jade acts like a total witch and threatens Phoebe. Dana is a soundless,
mindless ornament. Phoebe walks away on the verge of tears. The only thing this really makes me think is that
they need to get some better cheers. At practice on Monday afternoon, Phoebe messes up the pyramid so Dana
falls. The getting back at Dana part. Anyway after practice, Ty takes Phoebe to the Fear Street Cemetery
because not only is he a dog, but a creep who likes to get down with dead people. Then she gets up to her
room and notices muddy tracks from her bed to the window, and a picture of her with the other cheerleaders is
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missing! If you know anything, you know what happens next. Remember my comment earlier about waiting
for it, when I said Phoebe was on fireâ€¦ you can stop waiting now. Phoebe passes out and wakes up in the
hospital. Samantha is there and tells her that they think her baton was rigged to burn the way that it did. And
Gina gave everyone their batons â€” do the math. Phoebe is okay, her hand is burned and she has to keep it
bandaged for a week, but barring no complications will be able to participate in the state cheerleading
competition in a week. Jade and Dana are at the hospital and come in. They actually seem mildly concerned.
Jade is still a bitch mind you, but she says point-blank that she would never do something during a game
because like Phoebe, she takes what they do seriously. The girl needs to learn some strategy, seriously. It
might help if they had called the right schoolâ€¦ in the right state. Bell catches them and calls a squad meeting.
Bell is sick of all the backstabbing and incidents. One more petty argument or one more accident and there
will be no state competition for them. But this does the trick and they all act like decent okay maybe not
decent, but at least civil human beings. Samantha has the flu, so Gina is actually on the squad just like she
always wanted to be. Depends on if Samantha is actually dead or the killer assuming someone actually dies in
this book. Gina and Phoebe are roommates and call a truce. It looks like everything is going to work out insert
hysterical laughter here when Jade knocks on the door. She tells them that Dana fell into the empty pool and is
hurt badly. I understand that Phoebe is a good person, but her room overlooks the empty pool, soâ€¦ and also
how does someone who is the epitome of grace fall into a sectioned off, tarp-on-top pool? Gina and Phoebe
follow Jade and when they get there â€” shocker â€” no Dana. Gina and Jade go one way and Phoebe goes
another. Suddenly someone grabs Phoebe from behind, covers her mouth and eyes and throws her into a dirty
van. Dana is already inside and looks hurt so maybe the pool story was legit? But I do hope one of them dies
before this book is over. Gina is second, and possibly the strongest contender. Still a new girl with a dead twin
sister who is desperate to be a cheerleaderâ€¦ he has to do something with that, right? This is who I think it
most likely is. He is hardly in the book at all so no reason to suspect him other than my spider sense is
tingling. After awhile the van stops outside of a cabin in the middle of nowhere. He handcuffs Dana and
Phoebe together as well as Jade and Gina. Phoebe sees an opportunity and the girls run towards the nearby
woods. Seems like an inside job. Jade hired the kidnappers who were friends of her cousin to kidnap them to
scare Phoebe off the squad. And even more, who the fuck does that? I mean that is just too much â€” seriously
twisted.
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R. L. Stine has written more than two hundred thriller and horror books for children, teens, and adults. His Goosebumps
series, which was the bestselling series of all time for many years, is widely considered the consummate horror series
for kids, with more than four hundred million copies sold.

Come visit Fear Street Although you may have noticed he dates everyone. Her parents are super strict. Also,
both Jade Feldman and Dana Palmer had wanted to be captain, so they decide to make her life hell until she
quits. Evil pranks start happening to Phoebe. She figures she just has to wait for Jade to fail her upcoming
chem exam and that will be it. Jade, after all, can do a triple backflip. A new cheerleader has joined the squad,
Gina, as an alternate. She just transferred from another school and is choked she only gets to be alternate. She
reveals that she had a twin sister who died, who was also a cheerleader. That has definite potential to turn into
something evil. Phoebe finds a bloody cheerleader doll in her locker. The note this time reads Score: That
night at the game, Phoebe goes to take her pom-poms from Gina, and starts screaming in pain. The pom-poms
are full of biting red ants. That is quite the difficult prank to arrange. Where does one find red ants, and how
do you set them to attack? But Phoebe will stay as cheerleading captain if it kills her. At night she starts
getting obscene phone calls, someone playing a recording of her cheering. That would creep me out for sure.
Phoebe is convinced Jade is stalking her now. She tries to talk to Ty about it, but whenever she mentions
talking he drives her to the Fear Street Cemetery to make out. Is that what kids are into these days. The next
night, the cheerleaders decide to do the flaming baton routine. Okay, Phoebs, not a smart idea, okay? In a
stunning lack of priorities, her first concern is whether she can compete in the state championships this
weekend. She can, so things are cool. They discover that she never went to the high school she said she did.
They take this damning evidence to the cheer coach, who informs them that they were looking in the wrong
state. Gina finds out and is powerfully pissed they were investigating her. The morning of the competition, one
of the girls gets a cold, so Gina has to take her place on the squad. And share a bunk with Phoebe. The girls go
running out, only to find no Dana. Phoebe starts to get angry, and then all the girls, Gina, Dana, Jade and
herself, are grabbed and handcuffed together by some guys who shove them in a van. They are taken to a
cabin in the woods. The kidnappers immediately wander away from the girls, who make a break for it. They
run down the road, then hide in the bushes when the van comes by. Dana falls into some mud and screams,
tipping them off to where they are. Only Griffin drives them deeper into the woods. Phoebe realizes that
Griffin is her stalker when he starts to chant some of her cheers. He was the one who had been playing all the
evil pranks on her. Of course it was the janitor! How could I have missed that incredibly random bad guy?
Jade and Dana confess they arranged the kidnapping to scare Phoebe off the squad, but that they had nothing
to do with Griffin. Griffin went insane because he had a sister on the cheerleading squad when she was in high
school. The other girls laughed at her. Then one day they got her to climb to the top of the mount. So he hates
all cheerleaders. He takes them to an abandoned meatpacking plants. Of course, perfect horror book setting.
Lots of chainsaws and old machinery around to maim and disfigure. He takes a chain saw and â€¦ cuts off their
handcuffs. If anyone messes up, they die. What an exciting game! They run through a few cheers, and Jade at
one time uses the wrong foot. Phoebe ends her cheer by cartwheeling into him, knocking him down. She tells
the girls to run. They scatter through the factory. Gina immediately gets her foot caught in a conveyor belt.
Griffin turns the belt on, carrying her towards a meat grinder. Phoebe manages to get her out, but they here a
chain saw and a scream coming from somewhere else in the plant. The girls are almost free when Griffin
catches up with them. He brings them back to finish their routine for him. Phoebe also finds a smoke detector.
She takes a book of matches and burns them, trying to get enough smoke to set it off. Nothing happens, but
points for effort there. Griffin is about to kill Gina with a butcher knife when she interrupts him. He goes after
her and is interrupted by â€¦ the fire department! My, they got to the middle of the woods in a hurry. The story
ends with Gina being put on the squad to replace Jade, and Phoebe introduces Ty to her parents. And Jade was
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such a bitch that not too many people missed her. I thought this book was going to be ridiculous, but it was
kinda okay. Point definitely for the classic horror ending at the meatpacking plant, and for killing off a main
character. I give it 12 triple backflips out of
Chapter 6 : List of all the fear street books | Fear Street Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Fight Team, Fight by R. L. Stine. (Paperback ) Phoebe Yamura wants to win the state cheerleading competition. But
certain members of her squad have a different contest in mind-- a contest to get rid of Phoebe forever!

Chapter 7 : People of Color of Fear Street (5 books)
Fear Street Seniors Series. Fear Street Super Chillers Fear Street Cheerleaders The Fear Street Saga 99 Fear Street:
The House of Evil Fight Team, Fight.

Chapter 8 : Fear Street Seniors Series by R.L. Stine
If he had killed two seniors in the Super Chiller he would only be one body off. With only three books/episodes left he is
running out of time! In the original series one to three people died in every book - Super Chillers always had at least two
victims.

Chapter 9 : Summary Bibliography: R. L. Stine
Fight Team, Fight! (Fear Street Seniors, No. 7) R. L. Stine. out of 5 stars 8. It is a Super Chiller, yet it didn't have a very
good plot to be one. It kind.
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